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Introduction; The notion of shape was originally introduced by K. Borsuk [2] 
for compact metric spaces. Since then shape theory has achieved a remarkable 
development. In particular, the notion of shape is extended to the case of arbi
trary topological spaces by S. Mardesic [6]. In the present paper we shall under
stand the notion of shape in the sense of Mardesic [6]. 

In a previous paper [10] we gave a new approach to shape theory by means 
of the Cech systems. 

Let (X, A, :co) be a pair of pointed topological spaces. Let {V;.IAE/1} be the 
family of all locally finite normal open covers of X such that each V 1 has exactly 
one member containing Xo. Then we have an inverse system {()(l, A l , xo;.), [Pw], /1} 
in the pro-category of the homotopy category of pairs of pointed eliV complexes by 
taking the nerves of c-v.< and. V J. n A, by ordering !l by means of refinement of 
covers, and by taking the homotopy classes of canonical projections. We call this 
inverse system the Cech system of (X, A, xo). The Cech system of CK, A) is defined 
similarly by using all locally finite normal open covers of )(. 

According to our approach in [10], a shape morphism from (X, A, xo) to 
(Y, B, Yo), where (X, A, xo) and (Y, B, Yo) are pairs of pointed spaces, is defined to 
be an equivalence class of system maps from the Cech system of (X, A, xo) to the 
Cech system of (Y, B, Yo). Shape morphisms between pairs of spaces are defined 
similarly. Our approach enables us to discuss the notions of homotopy and homo
logy pro-groups in shape theory. 

The n-th (Cech) homotopy pro-group 7Cn(X, A, xo) is defined to be a pro-group 
{7Cn(XJ., Al> XO), TCn(Pw), il} (n~2); TCl(X, A, xo) = {7Cl(X;" A" XO), 7Cl(PW), IJ} is con
sidered as a pro-object in the category of pointed sets and base-point preserv
ing maps. 

'The n-th (Cech) homology pro-group I-In(X, A) with coefficients in the additive 
group of integers is defined similarly by using the 'Cech system of (X, A). Since 
{V J.IAEA} described above to define the Cech system of (X, A, xo) is cofinal in 
the family of all locally finite normal open covers of Xl), the inverse system 

1) Any locally finite normal open cover V of X admits a locally finite cozero-set 
cover {G"laEQ} of X as its refinement. Let xoEG"o' Then there is a zero-set F of X 
such that xoEFcGao. The locally finite cozero-set cover {Gao. Ga-FlaED. a=i=ao} of X is a 
refinement of V, and Gao is the sole member containing Xo. 
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{J-InCJ.(, AJ, H~(pw), ,J} is isomorphic to Jl,t(){, A) in the category of pro-groups. 
Hence, the set of the Hurewicz homomorphisms (/J ll (X, , A;, :;;d: 7rn(Xl , A" :COl) ~ 

H~()C, A 1 ) for AE/1 determines a morphism (jJnCY, A, xo): 7r n(X, A, xo) ~ H;l.(X, A) 
in the category of pro-groups, which we called the Hurewicz morphism in [11]. 

A subspace A of a space X is said to be P-embedded in X if every locally 
fmite normal open cover of A has a refinement which can be extended to a locally 
finite normal open cover of .X. If A is P-embedded in X, {CAl, :COl), [Pw\(A l " :rOl')], 
II}, which is obtained from the Cech system of (X, A, xo), is isomorphic to the 
Cech system of (A, .xo). 

A pro-group G = {G h ¢)2', II} is a zero-object, G = ° in notation, if G is iso
morphic to a pro-group consisting of a single trivial group, or equivalently, if for 
each 2E/I there is some J..'';2J.. with ¢w=O. In case ()C, xo) is a pointed compact 
metric space, 7r,,(X, .xo)=O is equivalent to saying that (.Y, .xo) is approximatively 
k-connected in the sense of Borsuk [3] (d. Lemma 2.3 below). 

Let (X, A, xo) and (Y, B, Yo) be pairs of pointed topological spaces. Then a 
shape morphism f from (X, A, :£0) to ( Y, B, Yo) induces a morphism from 7rnCK, A, .ro) 
to 7rn ( Y, B, Yo) in the pro-category of groups for n?;..2 and in the pro-category of 
pointed sets for n= 1; this morphism is denoted by 7rn(f). Similarly a shape mor
phism f between pairs of spaces (X, A) and (Y, B) induces a morphism between 
J-In(X, A) and f-In ( Y, B) in the pro-category of groups, which we denote by Hn(f). 

In the present paper we shall establish the following theorems as analogues in 
shape theory of the classical Hurewicz theorem and the Whitehead theorems in 
homotopy theory. 

THEOREM A. Let U{, A, xo) be a pair of pointed, connected, tOjJological spaces 
such that 7l"J.Y, A, xo)=O for k with l~k~n (n~l). Then J-I,,(X, A)=O for l~k~n. 
If A is P-embedded in X and 7[l(A, xo)=O, then the Hurewicz rnorphism (/JkCY, A, xo): 
7rk(X:, A, xo)~ J-Ik(X, A) is an isomorphism for k=n+l and an epimorphism for 
k=n+2. 

THEOREl\1 B. Let f: (X, xo) ~ (Y, Yo) be a shape morphism of pointed con
nected topological spaces. For n~2, let us consider the following two conditions. 

(a) Trk(f): J':k(X, xo) --+ J':k(Y, Yo) is an isomorphism for l~k<n and an epi
morphism for k=n. 

(b) I-Ik(f): HkCX) --~ Hk(Y) is an isomorphism for l~k<n and an epimor
phism for k = n. 

Then (a) implies (b), and conversely, zn case J': 1 (X, xo)=O and 7rl( Y, Yo) =0, (b) 
implies (a). 

THEOREM C. Let f: (X, xo) --+ (Y, Yo) be a shape morphism of pointed con
nected topological spaces of finite dimension and let n=max (1 + dim X, dimY). 
If the induced morphism 7rk(f): 7rkCX:, xo) ~ J':k( Y, Yo) of homotopy pro-groups 
is an isomorphism for l~k<n and an epimorphism for k=n, then f is a shape 
equivalence. 
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Theorem A was proved in our previous paper [11] except the assertion con
cerning epimorphisms. Theorem B was proved in [12] for the case of I being 
induced by a continuous map. Theorem C has been proved hitherto for the fol
lowing cases. 

( i) X and Yare compact metric spaces and n= max (1-1- dim X, dim Y) + 1 
(M. Moszynska [13]). 

(ii) X and Yare compact Hausdorff spaces with Y metrizable and n is the 
same as in (i) (Mardesic [7]). 

(iii) I is induced by a continuous map and n is the same as in (i) (Mar
desic [7]). 

(iv) I is induced by a continuous map (Morita [12]). 

In Mardesic [7] the problem to prove or to disprove Theorem C remained 
open. Our result settles this problem. 

Here the covering dimension of a topological space X, dim X in notation, is 
defined to be the least integer such that every locally finite normal open cover of 
X admits a locally finite normal open cover of X of order :::;::;n+ 1 as its refinement 
(d. Morita [9]). 

A homological version of Theorem C is obtained from Theorems Band C. 

THEOREM D. Let I: (X, xo) -)0 (Y, Yo) be a shape rnotphism 01 pointed con
nected spaces and let n=max(l+dimX, dimY). II 7rlCX", xo)=o and 7rl(Y, yo)=O, 
and il the induced morphism H,/I): I-fk(X) --+ I-fk( Y) is an iS07norphism lor l:::;::;h 
<n and an epimorphism fot h=n, then I is a shape equivalence. 

§ 1 is devoted to establishing some basic theorems on pro-categories which 
have applications in shape theory of topological spaces; some of them may be of 
interest in themselves. 

§ 1. Some theorems on pro-categories 

Let S~ be a category. Let X = {_X"", /),(}I, Ii} be an inverse system in 51' (i. e. /1 is 
a directed set with a partial order :::;;, Xl. is an object in ~ for each JEll, and Pw: 
X).,-)-Xl is a morphism in ~ such that PlJ.=l, PWP).Il."=P";.,, for J:::;;;(':::;;X'). Let 
Y = {Y", q",," AI} be another inverse system in St A map of inverse systems, or 
simply a system map, from X to Y consists of a map ¢: 111->- A and a collection 
{II': X¢(p) --+ YI,lpE1I1} of morphisms in ~ such that for every p, p' El11 with p :::;;p' 

there exists some J.E/l for which ¢(p), ¢(p'):::;;J.. and /"Prf>Cp)J.=qpp,I",P¢c",)).. If g= 
11', fJv, N}: Y --+Z={Z". 1'v,l, N} is a system map, then the composite of the system 
maps I and g is defined to be a system map {¢cp, hv, N}: X-)oZ, where hv=gvl.pcv): 
X¢(.p(v)) --+Zv. The identity system map 1: X --+ X consists of the identity map 
of /1 onto // and the collection of identity morphisms L = 1: Xl -)- Xl.. Two system 
maps f={¢, II" 111} and g={cp, g". M} both from X to Y, are called equivalent, if 
for any pE1I1 there is some JE/l such that ¢(p), 1'(p):::;;J.. and Ipp¢(p)J=g"P¢(fl)l.' This 
is an equivalence relation among all system maps from X to Y. The equivalence 
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class containing f is denoted by [f]. Then [f]=Lfl] and [9]=[9'] imply [gf]=[g'f']. 
Thus we have a category whose objects are inverse systems in Sf and whose mor
phisms are equivalence classes of system maps. This category is called the pro
category of Sf and denoted by pro (Sf). The pro-category defined here is somewhat 
less general than that of Grothendieck [4] or Artin-l\1azur [1]. 

Let X = {Xl, Pl.),', j} and Y = {Y)., qAl" .1} be inverse systems in Sf over the same 
directed set.1. If a collection of morphism::; fl.: Xl. ---+ Yl., ;. E 1. is such that flP?/.' 

=qwfJ.' for ;'::;2', then {1, f" ii} defines a system map from X to Y. Such a system 
map is called a special system map. Special system maps are important in view 
of the fact that for every system map II: XI ---+ yl there exist three system 
maps i: XI ---+ )(, f: ~)( ---+ Y, j: yl -~ Y such that f is a special system map, 
[j] [f'] = [I] [i] and [i], [j] are isomorphisms in pro (S1') (d. [I, Corallary 3.2, p. 
160], [7]). 

The following is a basic theorem on pro-categories. 

THEOREM 1. 1. Let X = {XI., Pn', !l} and Y = {Y;, qU!, il} be inverse systems 
in S~ over the same directed set /1, and let f={l, fl' /l} be a special syste71'l map 
from )( to Y. Then [f] is an isomorphism in pm (~) UI for any AE/1 there is 
sOJne flEA such that J.~p. and there exists (hll: Y ll -)- ~){J for which (h,J" =Plil and 
f;.cjJ).p =q;'fl' 

PROOF. To prove the "if" part of Theorem 1. 1, assume the condition of 
Theorem 1. 1 is satisfied. Let us first define a new relation -j in ;/ as follows: 
A --j p iff J.~ ,t! and there is a morphism (hll: YI' -). XI. such that 

( 1 ) 

Then ), ----3 p ----3!.J implies 2-j!.J, 2 ::;2' -j p' ~ p implies;. -j p and for any 2 E /1 there is 
pEIl with J.-~p. 

If Ie -j J. --3 ,u --3 v, then 

( 2 ) 

since <jJK"q"V=PdPA"cjJl'v=PdcjJl.!,q"v=cjJdqApq,,". Moreover, if /i:-j/.:'-jp--3v and IL~2-5 
).1 ----3p-j)), then by (1) and (2) we have 

that is, 

( 3 ) 

Now, for each AE/l let us choose an element a(i.) of :J so that J.-ja(A), and 
define g2: Y,,(J.) -).~Xl by g.l=cjJ)..(t().). Then by (3) g={a, g)., Al defines a system 
map from Y to X. Now, it is easy to see that [f)[g]=l and [g][f]=1. Hence [f] 
is an isomorphism. 
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The proof of the "only if" part is straightforward and is omitted. 

A morphism f in a category with a zero-object is called a quasi-monomor
phism (quasi-epimorphism) if fo=O (resp. of=O) for another morphism 0 implies 
0=0. In abelian categories a quasi-monomorphism (resp. quasi-epimorphism) is a 
monomorphism (resp. epimorphism). 

THEOREM 1. 2. Let f: X ----+ Y be a special system ?nap .as in Theorem, 1. l. 
Let S'f be a category with a zero-object, kernels and cokernels. Then [f] is a quasi-
111,Onomorphism Crespo quasi-epimorphis111) in pro (Sf) iff for any icE /1 there is some 
pE/1 such that A~p and PAil Ker f!'=O (resp. (Coker f2)qA,,=0). In j)articular, in 
case .~ is the category (S) of groups, [fl is a monomorphisl7'l Crespo ep:morphism) in 
pro (@) iff for any AE/1 there is some pElf such that A~p and PAP Ker f,.=O (resp. 
Im q!."cImfJ. 

PROOF. Let f: X -~ Y be an epimorphism in pro (@).ForI.E!I,letusput 
B.=Imf;.. Suppose that BJ. '* YJ.. Then there are two homomorphisms qJ, <jJ from 
Y) to some group G such that ¢f)=<jJfJ. and ¢(y)=<jJ(y) iff yEB J ; this is obvious in 
case BJ. is normal, and is proved in [8, p. 38] in case BJ. is not normal. Since 
[¢Hf]=[<PHf]' we have [q)] = [<jJ], where ¢ and 0 are considered as system maps 
from Y to the inverse system {G} which consists only of G. Hence there is some 
j1E:'1 such that ;'~,Ij. and ¢q;'I,=<jJq).". I-Ience 1m qJ./lcB)=Im/J.. In case BJ. = Y). we 
have 1m q)/,c{mf!. for any (.1 with ;'~(.1. The proof for the other parts of Theo
rem 1. 2 is straightforward and is omitted. 

TUEORI~l\1 1. 3. In the j))'o-cate,[{o)'y of grouj)S any bimorphism 'IS an iso
J1uJrplzism. 

PH.OOF. Let f: X ---+ Y be a special system map sLlch as described in Theo
rem 1.1 where Sl'=~ in the present case. Assume [f1 is a bimorphism. Then, by 
Theorem 1. 2, for any AE.'l there are p, !JEll such that }sP~))' p)." Ker f,,=O and 
Imq,.,clm/". Let y E Y". Then there is .rEX" with /,I(X)=q"vCy). If f"(x')=q,,v(Y) 
for another ,r/EX!" then Pi.,.(x)=PJ.,,(x'). Hence we have a map :Y" -~>(i. by 
putting YJ;.,(y)=Pi.J1(x). Then <Fi.v is a homomorphism and YJJ."/,=PJ.v, /J.9J."=q;.v. 
Hence by Theorem 1.1 [f] is an isomorphism. 

In a category with a zero-object and kernels a sequence of two morphisms 
l (J 

X - Y -~ Z is called exact at Y if gf = 0 and f' in the unique factorization 
f = (Ker g)f' of f is an epimorphism ([14, p. 123]). For a category with a zero
object and cokernels the notion of coexact is defined dually. In the categery of 
groups exactness implies coexactness but not vice versa. In abelian categories 
exactness is equivalent to coexactness (d. [14, Lemma 13.1.4]). 

THEOHEM 1.4. Let S1' be a category with a zero-object, kernels and coker
nels. Let 
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f Vi Itl ~,) I _ 1 

-Yl 3> YI 
::> ZI ..." PI ~ Ql 

P~I q~l 1'21 S21 tZI 

f.>. (,12 h2 
P'. 

(pz 
X 2 ;;. y~ ;;; 2.2 ----?> " Q2 

jp" j q" 
r~2 I s" 

t~'!. 

h~ (j:; ~)" 
Q~ x~ Y~ Z;l Pi', " .. ---:> ? 

be a commutative diagram, in Sf in which each row is exact at PJ and Z2 and co
exact at Yz and Ya• 

(a) II sZI(Ke1' CPl) =0 and (Coker la)qH2 =0 then 1'321'21 = o. 
(b) /11'21=0, then s21(l{er CPl)=O and (Coker fJqzl=O. 

PROOF. Let hI : K) -+ PI be a kernel of 1)) and 7J1i: Y i -~ 1\11i a cokernel of 
Ii, i = 2, 3. Then there are an epimorphism h~: ZI -~ K) and monomorphisms 
0: : ]}[i -+ Zi, i= 2, 3, sllch that hJ = kJz~ and (ji= a;mi. Assume that S'!.J?l =0 and 
m:iq:J2 =0. Then h2r~1 =0 and 93qB2 =0. Let lz : Lz -~ Z2 be a kernel of hz. Then 
there is an epimorphism (J~f: Yz -~ Lz such that (JZ=l2(J~/. Since rS2(J2=(j:;q~2=O, 

we have ra2Z2(J~f =0. Hence r3ZZ2 =0. On the other hand, since hzYz J = 0, there is 
1r~1 : ZI-+ Lz such that rZl=12r~1' Therefore 1'321'21 =0. This proves (<1). 

To prove (b), assume that rZ I = O. Then SZl!?'JZ~ = O. Since h~ is an epimor
phism, we have S2J?) =0. On the other hand, g~m2qzl = (JzQ21 =rZ1(J1 =0. Since g~ is 
a monomorphism, we have mzq21 =0. This proves (b). 

REMARK. In case ~1' =® and the middle row is exact at Yz, r21 = 0 implies 
1m Q2l c 1m 12. 

§ 2. Some lemmas on CW complexes and a lemma on approximative k-con
nectedness 

LEMMA 2.1. Let Pitl.i : (Xi, Ai, x 1:) -+ (Xi~l> Aid, Xi';'l), O~i<n, be continuous 
maps 01 pairs of pointed connected CHi complexes such that 

jor O~!?'<n. Then there is a continuous map cp: (Xo, )(011 U Ao, ;co) -+ (Xn, An, XI!) 
. such that cp(xg) =Xn and 
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where XJc is the k-skeleton oj ~Xo and J: (Xo, Ao, xo) -~ (Xu, U Ao, xo) is the 
inclusion map. 

Nloreover, if 7r1(PloI(Ao, xo»=O and T.:"](j)loI(~~o, :co»=O, then ¢ can be chosen so 
that ¢(X~)=Xn. 

PROOF. In what follows, maps are continuous. Assume that iTICP10I(Ao, xo» =0 
and iT](jJlOl(Xo, .TO» =0. Putting La =X~ X I U ~Xo X 0 and L k= (XJ~ U A o) X I U ~Xo X 0 for 
l~k~n, where 1=[0,1], let us construct maps Xk : Lk-----+~Xk, k=O, 1, ''', n with 
the following properties. 

( 4 ) 

( 5 ) 

( 6 ) 

( 7 ) 

Xo(X, 0) =.T for x E X o, l.o(A~ X I)eAn; 

First, let 1.0 be defined over Xo X 0 by (4). For XLX~ let 1.0(:£, t) be a path 
from .T to .To so that it lies in Ao if xEA~. Next, let ei be a I-cell in ~Xo (resp. Ao), 
and let h): El -~ eJ. eXo be its characteristic map. Define a map a,: (EI X 0 U 

£1 X 1, El X 1) -----+ (Xo, .To) (resp. (Ao, .To» by a;.(s, t)=Xo(l~;,(s), t). Since 7r1(PIOI(Xo, xo» 

=0 and 7rl(PIOI (Au) xo» =0, Plua). is homotopic in Xl (resp. AI) relative to £1 X 1 to 
a constant map to Xl. This homotopy yields an extension /3;, of P1Va" over El X I 
such that jS)(El Xl)=Xl and ,3/El xI)eAl if e~EAo. Define first a map Xl: LoU 
(X&xI) -----+Xl by (6), put I.I(X, i) = (31. (Jz:1(.T), t) for xEeL tEl and then extend Xl over 
LoU(X6xI)U(Aoxl) by the homotopy extension theorem so that Xl(Aoxl)eAI . 

Then Xl satisfies (5), (6) and (7). 

For k?;.2, suppose that Xk - l has been constructed. Let d" be a h-cell in Xo-Au 

and h;, : Ek -~ e{'e X o its characteristic map. Define a map a2 : (Ek X 0 U £k X I, Ek 

xl, soxl) -----+ (LYh~-1> Ak-I> by a1.(s, t)=Xk- 1(h.«s), t) where So is a point of 

tk such that hlso)EX6. Since 7rk(Pk.k-l)=O, Pk.k-Ia;. is homotopic relative to Ekxl 

to a map from Ek X 0 U Ek X I to Ak. This homotopy yields an extension f31 of 
Pk.k-lO:), over EkxI such that /3iE kxl)eAk. Define a map Xk : Lk-1U(XJ"xl) by 
(6) and by Xk(x, t) = (3;.(h;:I(X), t) for xEeL tEl. Then Xk satisfies (7). Therefore by 
induction on h we can find Xk satisfying (6) and (7) for all h with 2~k~n. Here 
we note that Xn(x, 1) =Xn for XEX6. 

Finally, by the homotopy extension theorem there is a map U: XO X I -----+ Xn 
such that OILn =1..'/1' Let us put <P(x) =O(x, 1) for xeXo, Then <p has the desired 
properties. This proves the second part of Lemma 2. 1. 

The first part is proved similarly. 
Lemma 2.1 was proved in [11] for the case of simplical complexes. 
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Let 

P10 P21 P2n,2n-1 
(X2n , X2n) (Xo, xo) ()(J, Xl) -- 31 

fa fl 12n 

If' 
QZl q2n,2n-1 qlO (Yzn, Y2n) (Yo, Yo) -- (Yl> Yl) - 7" 

be a commutative diagram in the homotopy category of pointed connected CVv 
complexes. Let 'lji : (Xix1, ;CiXl) -)- (Yii1 , Yi'l) be a homotopy between fidPi+l.i 
and qi+l, ifi, : I}kc, 0)= fi I-lPi+U(X), I}lr, 1) = qi, I.ifkr.;) for ,rEXi . Let Zi be the re
duced mapping cylinder of fi, which is obtained from the disjoint union (Xi X 1) 
U Y i by identifying (x, 1) with fi(X) for ,hE)(i and by shrinking (Xi X I) u {yd to a 
point which is denoted also by Xi; the images of Cr, t) and ?J under this identi
fication are denoted by [,r, t] and [y] respectively. Let us define embeddings 0:£ : )( 

---+Zi' Pi:Yi--+Zi by putting o:/r)=[x,O], Pi(Y)=[Y] and a maPfi,:Zi---+Yi by 
ii[X, t]=[fi(X)] and n[y]=y. Then fi=/i(ri, npi=1 a'y:l Pi(i:::::::l. Let gi: (Yi" l/i, ?/i) 

---+ (Zi' Xi, be the composite of ,3i and the inclusion map. Following [13], let 
us define a map Yi+l.i : (Zi' -)- (Ziil, Xii-I) by 

{

[Pi, !.i(.h) , 2t], ,'CE)(, O::;;t:::;;~, 
ri" J.i(lx, t]) = 

[l}lT, 2t-l)], XEXi , ~ ::;;t::;;l, 

til I.i([y])=[qi+l.i(Y)], Y E Y i • 

Then rid.i defines a map of (Zi' Xi, xJ into (Zii-l, ~Y-id, XL1) which is denoted also 
by the same letter rirl.i. Then we have the following commutative diagram in 
which each row is exact (the description of base-points being omitted). 

() --:rd/i) 
iTk+l (Zi' Xi) ---;,.. 7rk (Xi) ---';!o- 7rk (Yi ) 

LEMMA 2.2. If 7rlc(P2k-rl.2k) Ker7rk(fzk) =0 and 1m iTkrl(q2k+2.2/C+l)clm iTk+l(f2k+2) 
lor O~k<n, then there exists a continuous map ¢: (Zo, Z;l U ~Y-o, xo) ----?- (22n, X 2n , 

X2n) such that rzn,2n-l· .. rlo:::::::1;j, where j: (Zo, .Xo, xo) --+ (Zo, z~n u X o, xo) is the inclu-
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szon nzap and Z071 is the n-sheleton of Zoo 

If, in addition, 7rl(P10) =0 and i:"1(qlO) = 0, then 1) can be chosen so that 
¢(Z6)=X2n. 

This lemma follows readily from Theorem 1. 4 and Lemma 2.1, since in the 
category of groups exactness implies coexactness. 

In concluding this section, we shall prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let ()(, .To) be a pointed ?netTie space. Let P be an ANR jor 
metric spaces such that XcP. TheFt 7rk(X"To)=O iff foy any open neighborhood 
U of X in P there is an open neighborhood V of X in P such that V c U and 
7rk(iUV) =0 : 7rIJ V, xo) -,. 7r1c( V, xo), where iuv : V -----+ V is the inclusion map. 

PROOF. L?t U(X, P) be an inverse system which consists of open neighbor
hoods Vof X in P and which has the inclusion maps iuv : V -----+ U as bonding maps. 
By [10, Theorem 1. 4] UO{, P) induces an inverse system in ~I50 which is associated 
with (.X, ,To) in the sense of Morita [10], where ~o is the homotopy category of 
pointed spaces having the homotopy type of a pointed erv complex. If two 
inverse systems in ~o are associated with the same pointed space, then they are 
isomorphic in the pro-category of ?IDo ; this is seen from [10, Theorem 2.4]. Hence 
we have Lemma 2.3. 

Thus, for the case of a pointed compact metric space (X, xo), 7r1c(X, xo) = ° iff 
(X, ,To) is approximatively /;:-connected in the sense of Borsuk [3]. 

§ 3. Proof of Theorem A 

Assume i:"l(A, xo) = ° and 7rl.:Y", A, =0. Then by the exactness of the 
sequence of homotopy pro-groups (cf. (7], [13]) we have 7r1(X, xo)=O. Hence for 
each AE!I there is pE.'l which admits a sequence {Ao, AI, ''', An} in /1 such that 2::;:An 

::;: ... ::;: Ao::;: f1 and PJ.i f-IJ.i: C>'C'i' A)i' XO}) -----+ ()(i.i+l' A)i+l' XO)i-l-l)' i= 0,1, "', n-1 satisfy 
the conditions in Lemma 2.1 (with the subscripts i there replaced by Ai). In such 
a case we write A -1 fJ.. Then for A, pEl! with A -1 f1 there exists a map <P'fl : (Xll , XI~ 
U A fl , xo fl ) -----+ (X;., A;, xoJ such that 

( 8 ) 

( 9 ) 

where j : (X,,,, AI"' XOI') -~ (XI" XI;I U A,!) XO I,) is the inclusion map. Let us now con
struct the quotient space Y,l1=X,,/X,} and put BI'=(X;! U A,J/XI}; let gil: (X,,,, X~! U 
A fl , XOI') -~ (YI!) B!-" YOI') be the quotient map. Then there is a map <PAP: (Yfl , B fl , 

YOfl) ----l- ()(lJ A 1, X01) such that ¢)I' = <p 'flg fl' It is to be noted that Y'" E p , Yo fl ) = ° 
for 12,!?2,1'l, 7rl(Bfl, YOfl) =0, and that (YI" Bfl) is a pair of connected e W complexes. 
Thus, by the usual Hurewicz theorem (d. [5, p. 103]) the Hurewicz homomorphism 
(/h( Y ll1 Bfll YOI') : 7[k( Y ll , B fl , Yo fl ) -). Iik( YllJ Ell) is an isomorphism for· h =n+ 1 and 
an epimorphism for k=n+2. If we put 
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then we have 

Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, j1, (/)1/, I(XA, A;, XUA)' I} defines an isomorphism from 
{7r'1l I(X;, A;, xoJ, 7r1/. I(PW), iI} to {lin i l().C.> A;,), [-In d(Pn'), ./}. On the other hand, 
0 11 i Z( Yin BI" Yo,,) is an epimorphism, and hence 1m [il'2(j)2I') c 1m II;I.! 2(<jJl,,) C 

1m 01/. 2(X;, AJ., xOJ.)' Hence by Tbeorem 1. 2 (j)n. 2(X, A, .1:0) is an epimorphism. 
Thus the second part of Theorem A is proved. 

Let us prove the first part. In this case for each ,{ there is some pE/i with 
J..~p for whicb there is a map 1)J.I' : (X", XI:I U All) .1:01') --~ (Xl> A;" ,1:oJ such that (8) 
is satisfied. Since H~(}Cp, X;IUA,,)=O for l~k~n, we have Ih(PJ..J=O. Hence lIA:CK, 
.,1)=0. 

Thus, Theorem A is completely proved. 

§ 4. Proof of Theorem B 

For any system map f : X --+ Y of inverse systems in a category ,~ there are 
system maps i : X --+ )C', fl : -",YI --+ Y', j : Y -~ Y' such that U][f]=lf'][i], fl 

is a special system map and [i], [j] are isomorphisms in pro un. In tbis case each 
object appearing in XI Crespo yl) can be taken from those objects appearing in 
)( (resp. Y). 

Hence without loss of generality we may assume that {(X;, .'1'0.), [Pw], .'I} and 
{( Y1, YoJ, [qAl'], .I1} are inverse systems in the bomotopy category of pointed CTiV 
complexes which are isomorphic to the Cech systems of (X, xo) and of C Y, Yo) 

respectively and that f = {I, fA' .Ii} : {(X" .1"oJ.)} --+ {( Y;, Yo,,)} is a special system map 
(d. § 1, [10]). NO\\', assume (a). Let IE.-1. Then by Tbeorem 1. 2 there are ele
ments liE/I, i=O, 1, "', 2n, such that J..=A27i~·,,~J..l~/o such that 7rk.(Pi.2k" 1 ';2k.) 
Ker =0 and 1m 7rk .](qJ.2k,2 . J.2k,)cIm J[1e~1(fJ.21e. 2) for O~k< n. Hence, if we 
put p =).0 and Ylp=Y;,. J.2n-l··· Yl lf" by Lemma 2.1 there is a map <jJ : (Zp, Z p71 U _XI" xop) 
-~(ZJ.' X h xo,,) such tbat 1'"" :::::.¢j, where j : (Z,", XI') xop) -~ (ZI" Z,;I u _X." xop) is the 
inclusion map and Zp is the mapping cylinder of f ,,. Then we have a commutative 
diagram: 

[-l!,:+ 1 eXp) --+ lIle + 1 (Y,,) --+ Ilk; 1 (Z", XI') --+ H~:(X!J --+ like Yp) 

I I IIk:+1(q;p' I Hk+ 1 (Ti.!') I fh(hp) I 
y y y y y 

I!Ie+l(Xi.) --+ Ilk; 1 (Yi.) --+ [-lIe+l(Z;" XJ.) --+ [-lk(X l ) -~ lIk( YJ 

in which each row is exact and Hk.+1(ri.p)=O for O~k<n. Hence by Theorem 1.4 
we have 1m H~+l(qi.p)clm lIk+1(fJ.) and [-lk(PJ.p) Ker [-lk(fp) =0 for 1 ~h<n. Hence by 
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Theorems 1. 2 and 1. 3 I-Ik(f) is an isomorph ism for 1;£ h < n and an epimorphism 
for h=n. This proves (a)~ (b). 

Now suppose that ;rl(X, xo) =0 and 7:"1 ( Y, Yo) = O. Let us prove the implication 
(b)~ (a) by induction on n. Assume that the implication is true for n?;.2 and 
that lIk(f) is an isomorphism for 1;£k<n+1 and an epimorphism for k=n+1. 
Then by the induction hypothesis ;rk(f) is an isomorphism for l;::;;.k<n and an 
epimorphism for k =n. For I.:E .1, by Lemma 2.2 there are I.E II with Ia:::;' A and 
continuous maps <jJ: (Z)., XJ., xOJ.) --------;. (P, Q, so), <p: (P, Q, so) --------;. (Z", X., such that 
<p<jJc::::..r", where P=ZdZl, Q=(Z;' u X))/Zl and rd is defined as the composite of 
several maps similarly as in the proof of the first part. Then we have a com
mutative diagram (the description of base-points being omitted). 

:7 n :l(P,Q) 

(/)11 l(P,Q) 

IV 

1-In , I (P, Q) 

Since :7k(P, Q)=O for l;£k;::;;'n and 7:"1(Q)=0 the Hurewicz homomorphism (j>n,JP, Q) 
is an isomorphism by the usual Hurewicz isomorphism theorem. If we choose 
fl, "E.II so that 1.::;'11::;')) and 1m I-In +J(qJ.,,}c1m1-I1/.;-lC/J.), I-l;I(PI'V) Ker 1i//v) =0, then 
we have Ii" ] (1'J.,lY,lJ = O. Since ;rn+lCrd1'J./,1'"J =7:"n 'lCV)(P n r ICP, Q)-lli" I (<jJ)li, + I (rJ.l'r/,v) 
(jJu .; I(Zv, Xv), we have ;r7l+1(1'd1'1/,1'I'J=0. Hence by Theorem 1. 4 Im7lnrl(qn)c 
1m ;rn-rl(/') and 7:"n(Pr.v) Ker 7ln(/»=O. Therefore, 7:"k(/) is an epimorphism for k=n+1 
and a monom~rphism for k=n. Thus, by Theorem 1. 3 (b)~ (a) holds for n+1. 

As for the case n=2, for /;:E/I there exist AE/l with 1l<J. and two continuous 
maps ¢: (Z;., -)(J., XOi) --------;. (P, Q, so) and <p: (P, Q, so) --------;. (Zo X., xO.) with <p<jJc::::..1'd 

where P=Zl/ZL Q=(ZiUXJ.)/Z1. Since (jJ 2(P, Q, so) is an isomorphism by the usual 
Hurewicz isomorphism theorem, the proof may be carried out along the same line 
as above. 

Thus, Theorem B is completely proved. 
The following is a supplement to Theorem B. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let f : (X, xo) --------;. ( Y, 1}0) be a shape morphism, of cOJ'lnected 
pointed spaces. If ;rl(!): 7l1(){, xo) --------;. ;rl( Y, Yo) is an iso711Orphism (resp. an epimor
phisln), so is I-llf) : fII(X) --------;. fI1( Y). 

PROOF. Let f be a special system map as in the first paragraph of this 
section. Assume ;rlCf) is an isomorphism. Then, by Theorem 1.1, for any I.E/I 

there are ,uE/l with J."::;',u and a homomorphism <P11' : ;r1( Y", Yo,,) --------;. 7rl(X1, xOJ.) such 
that 7rl(P;.,,) = 1)).,II7r l (/1') and 7l1(QJ.,,) =rCJC/l)<p J.". Since the kernel of the Hurewicz 
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homomorphism for the first homotopy group of a connected space is its commu
tator subgroup, by the functorial property of the Hurewicz homomorphism we see 
that there is a homomorphism rjJ2}l : !-I1(Y}l) -). H1(X1 ) such that H 1(P2}l)=¢;;,J-I1(/II) 
and !-I1(qJ.}l) =Hj (/J.)¢;2/1' Hence !£I(/) is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.1. The 
theorem for the case of epimorphisms can be proved similarly by using Theorem 
1. 2, although it follows also from the proof of the first part of Theorem R. 

§ 5. Proof of Theorem C 

As in § 4, without loss of generality we may assume that {(X), .:co;,), [Pw1, /1} 
and {( YJ., 1/02), [qw], Il} are isomorphic to the Cech systems of (X, xo) and of (Y, Yo) 

respectively in the pro-category of the homotopy category of pointed connected 
Clf'" complexes, and that I = {I, III 11} : {(X"' .:Co;,), [Pn']' /Il -)- {( Y" 1/02), [q;,J.'], /f} is a 
special system map. Moreover, by [9] we can assume that dim X2~dim X, dim Y" 
~dim Y for each AE.I. 

Let AEA. Then by Theorem 1. 2 it follows from the assumption of the theo
rem that there is a sequence Po, "', Azn } of elements of ,1 such that 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Let us put (1.=Ao. By Lemma 2.2 there is a continuous map 1): (Z}l' ZI;l U X ill ':CO}l) 
---+ (Zl' Xl, XOJ.) such that 

(13) 

where j : (Zp, X fl , XO}l) ---+ (Z}l' Z}l71 U XJ!' xo fl ) is the inclusion map, Zfl and ZJ. are the 
mapping cylinders of Ifl and IJ. respectively, and rAp =r22n_ 22n-1' --YJ.120' 

As is well known, we have dim Zfl ~ max (1 + dim X fl , dim Yfl) ~ n. Hence Z}l71 U 
XJ!=Z!" Therefore we have a commutative diagram below in the homotopy cate
gory of pointed C W complexes: 
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Since (3/1 and pI. are homotopy equivalences, there exists a continuous map q;1!1: 
(Y,/, Yo,J -----7 (X)., XOl) such that 

(14) 

Therefore, by Theorem 1. 1 we see that a special system map f induces an 
isomorphism in the pro-categopy of the homotopy category of pointed crv com
plexes. Consequently [f] is a shape equivalence. This completes the proof of 
Theorem C. 

Addendum (August 6, 1974). Corresponding to another form of the classical 
Whitehead theorem we can prove also Theorem C' and D' below. 

THEOREM cr. Let f: (X, JJo)----+( Y, Yo) be a shape morphism, of pointed con
nected topological spaces of finite dimension and lei n=nwx(dim )(, dim Y). If 
the induced mOYj)hism Jrk(f): JrA/X, XO)----+irlc( Y, Yo) of homotoj)), pro-groups is an iso-
1nm'phism, for l~h~n, then f is a shape equivalence. 

THEOREM Dr. Let f and n be the same as in Theorem cr. If irl(X, :Co) =0 and 
Jrl( Y, Yo) =0 and if the induced morphism IlkCf): Hk(X )-->I-Ik( Y) of honl,Ology pro
groups is an isomorphism for 2~h~n, then f is a shape equivalence. 
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